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ABSTRACT 

New, accurate and mathematically rigorous angular interpolation strategies are presented. These 
strategies preserve flow and directionality separately over each octant of the unit sphere, and are 
based on a combimation of spherical harmonics expansions and least squares algorithms. Details of 
a three-dimensional to three-dimensional (3-D to 3-D) splice method which utilizes the new angular 
interpolations are summarized. The method has been implemented in a multidimensional discrete 
ordinates transport computer program. Various features of the splice option are illustrated by 
several applications to a benchmark Dog-Legged Void Neutron (DLVN) streaming and transport 
experimental assembiy. 

1. INTRODUCnON 

Splice options for two-dimensional transport computations have been extensively and success- 
fully employed since the sixties. One option enables the users to break up a very large solution 
space (which may have excessive memory requirements on the computer system being used) into 
smaller, overlapping regions which are then solved successively with appropriate incident ffux 
boundary conditions. This option is a crude form of currently popular domain decomposition 
methods for effective utilization of parallel computer archiiectures. The second option utilized for 
sensitivity studies involves solving a large practical problem once and saving incident boundaq 
fluxes for a small subregion of interest. The problem over the selected subregion is then repeatedly 
sohred to study the effects of changing compositions, spatial mesh and angular quadratures. Linear 

averaging type spatial interpoJations have been used. Angular interpolations previousJy 
employed are often based on equating fluxes at nearest neighbor discrete directions [8,9]. 

The splice method has been extended to three-dimensional transport problems. While the main 
ideas for the splice method are not new, the choices of computational algorithms and storage 
strategies described here are of considerable interest. Our objective is to be able to solve as large 
3-D problems as practicable on state-of-the-art computer architectures. We are able to solve large 
transport problems in segments on Cray computers, each spticed segment with (a) 11 energy 
groups, @) over one million spatial mesh cells and (c) over 800 angular directions. Central memory, 
disk and solid state storage devices are utilized and the strategy is such as to overlap computations 
with data transfer requirements. Up to six distinct disks are used simultaneously to cut total data 
transfer time. 

The method of sourca iterations makes it possible to consider one energy group at a tkne [9] 
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where yl is ttre angular flux or particle density at position 8 for partides moving along the angular 
direction Q, o is a cross section, &(a) are spherical harmonics, G,,,,, are spherical harmonics flux 
moments and S is 8 source term comprised of external sources, fission sources and scattering 
contributions from other energy groups to the energy group under consideration. The derivation of 
Eq. (1) involves the assumptions that the scattering term from angle Q' to angle Q, and the angular 
flux can be expanded in Legendre polynomials and spherical harmonics as 

where 
r 7 1  

m > 0, 

and where 6, is the Kronecker delta function and c(u) is the associated Legendre polynomial. 
The spherical harmonics moments are given by 

e,,,,, = J ~ Q  % Q)R,,,,,c~,, 
where the integrals are over the unit sphere. 

In production computer programs, the integrals in Eq. (5) required for evaluating the scattering 
terms h the transport equation are approximated by angular quadratures 

where 0' and w, are appropriate quadrature coordinates and weights. Practical applications are 
typically restricted to P, scattering (L-3 in Eq. (2)), and for such problems, Eq. (6) is appropriate for 
a large class of angular quadrature formulas [l]. As will become evident below, the approximation 
in Eq. (6) is not always adequate for higher order scattering representations. 

The actual solution of the transpok equation over 3-D rectangular subdivisions is based on a 
marching scheme which is a straightforward generalization [2,5] of a method initially introduced by 
J. H. Bennett [4]. One energy group is considered at a time. Given average angular fluxes incident 
on three faces of a 3-0 mesh cell, the transport equation is solved together with three standard 
weighted diamond difference equations which relate the average flux inside the mesh cell to the 
average incident and emerging fluxes at opposite cell faces. Generation of constants and major 
parts of the source terms (apart from in-group scattering for the octant of angular directions being 
considered) can be carried out independently over distinct mesh cells and thus, such computation 
can be highly vectorized and parallelized. 

Solutions over each mesh cell can be vectorized with vector lengths equal to the number of 
angles per octant which could range from 36 to over 200 angles per octant. Our selection of 
soknion algorithm and data storage strategies was guided by the desire to sohre as large problems 
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a@ possible on current computers, yet minimize the need for major changes later for more advanced 
computers. The overall strategy is an extension of previous work [2] and includes: 

(a) A Neumann iteration followed by two to five Gauss-Seidel line iterations along each successive 
f xdirection row of mesh celfs, 

(b) A Neumann iteration, followed by Gauss-Seidel plane iterations along the k y  direction (for slow 
converging problems, the Gauss-Seidel plane iterations may be replaced with cyclic Chebyshev 
iteration with & y  directions viewed as red-black directions), and 

(c) A Neumann iteration followed by a combination of Gauss-Seidel and cyclic Chebyshev updown 
iterations along the *zdirections. 

Partial red and black components (components along the positive and negative directions) of the net 
flux and required spherical harmonics moments are saved in work arrays during each line ( f X- 
direction) and plane (* :direction) iteration. Global storage is retained for net fluxes and flux 
moments. Angular fluxes are saved on as many external faces as needed for the type of problem 
being sohred. The cyclic Chebyshev method [2,5] is very effective for fast energy groups while 
diffusion synthetic acceleration is useful primarily for the low energy groups. 

II. SPATIAL INTERPOLATION 

For simplicity, only linear interpolation is considered for the spatial variables. Also, a splice 
boundary for a new (secondary) problem is required to lie along internal mesh cell boundaries of the 
original @Mary) problem. Consequently, the spatial interpolations invotved are over two 
dimensions (over distinct external faces of a splice region-faces of the secondary problem) rather 
than over thiee dimensions. Once the solution of a primary problem is converged, the transport 
program writes a file with up to six partitions, each partition corresponds to a user specified external 
face of the secondary problem. Each fiie contains angular fluxes at cell face centers of the original 
mesh corresponding to each angular quadrature direction over the four octants of directions incident 
on the face of the secondary problem. The ordering of the data in each file is consistent with the 
overall marching solution algorithm and is structured to optimize access and utilization of the data. 
In addiion to the cell face center fluxes, the program applies linear interpolation ar?d saves Rwes 
corresponding to boundary edges of each face for use in interpolations. 

The initial phase in the solution of a secondary splice problem includes spatial interpolation for 
fluxes incident on external faces (from one to six faces depending upon the problem). Since only 
rectangular mesh subdivisions are currently allowed in our transport program, the spatial 
interpolations can be highly optimized and paralleliied. Each of the spatial coordinates of a face is 
considered separately. Consider the x direction for illustration and assume that the data for a face 
are provided from the original problem at {x, I i=1, ...}. Assume that interpofated values are 
required at new mesh points {% I = 1 ,d}- The first step is to construct an integer vector array 
t(t) of kngth L identifying the location of the new ordinates relative to the old ordinates IC, 
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Similar arrays are also constructed for y- and z-direction interpolations. For Illustration, for a face at 
a constant zJevel (the bottom of top faces of the secondary splice problem), the interpolated Bw 
CJOng angular direction Q" at mesh point R,, 9, is given in terms of the original fluxes by 

In o u r  wren t  application, the inner do loop for the interpolations in Eq. (9) is over the index 1 
resuiting in vector computations with vec!or length L (maximum 1). Computations with vector length 
L x M me also possible but would require reordering of the data and wouid not be expected to 
significantly improve the computational efficiency. A straightforward generalization applies for 3-0 
interpolations and would prove useful for internal interpolations in order to generate an initial guess 
throughout a splice problem domain and speed up the overall computations. 

HI. ANGULAR INTERPOLATIONS . 

The choice of angular quadratures for transport computations has considerable impad on 
accuracy, and is a function of the spatial features of the model being solved. Thus, it is critical for 
efficiency and accuracy considerations to be able to select different angular quadratures for distinct 
splices. Ideally it would also prove useful to select different angular quadratures for dHerent regions 
of a problem, and the main ideas in this paper would be applicable to such a seledion strategy. 

The angular interpolation strategies currently in use for transport computations [S) are based on 
nearest neighbor discrete directions. The authors developed several strategies for angular 
interpolations over the unit sphere. These are based on independent polynomials in direction 
cosines, spherical harmonics, orthogonal polynomials, and moments interpolations. 

For the present study, the initial procedure attempted assumed that the angular flux over the unit 
sphere can be expanded in a truncated series of spherical harmonics as in Eq. (3) but with N as the 
upper limit of the first summation. The quadrature formula Eq. (6) was applied to evaluate the 
spherical harmonics moments based on computed flux solutions along angular quadrature 
directions for a transport problem. The truncated form af Eq. (3), together with the spherical 
hamwnics moments evaluated by angular quadrature Eq. (6), were then applied for interpolations to 
evaluate the angular flux along new angular directions. This procedure proved to be appropriate 
onty for a special dass of angular quadrature formulas 111. This procedure failed badly when 
applied to transport solutions obtained with the standard S,8 angular quadrature. Irrespective of the 
order N of the spherical harmonics representation, Eq. (3) failed to reproduce or yield acceptable 
approximations to the initial flux along the original (not the new or modified) angular directions. The 
failure is due to the fact that the commonly used S,-type angular quadrature formulas are designed 
to integrate exactly only functions which can be expanded in spherical harmonics of degree N 153 
and could lead to large errors for larger values of N. Consequentty the procedure of using a 
spherical harmonics representation together with moments evaluated by approximating moments 
integrals based on arbitrary angular quadrature formulas was abandoned. 

For the present work, an algorithm is developed to carry out interpolations over only one odant 
of the unit sphere at a time. The objective is to preserve both flow and directionali. It is sufficient 
to consider only the first octant of the unit sphere with strictly positive direction cosines q, 4. 
4 > 0. Any mathematically well behaved function ~ (4 ,  4, QJ of the direction cosines given over 
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an octant of the unit sphere can be extended to the entire sphere by reflections along the x-y, x-z 
and y-z planes by the definition 

Thus, such a function can atways be expanded in the infinite spherical harmonics series of Eq. (3) 
with the corresponding spherical harmonics moments expansion coefficients given by the integrals in 
Eq. (5). Substituting the expressions in Eq. (10) into Eq. (5) and utilizing known symmetry properties 
of the spherical harmonics R, in Eqs. (4a, b) implies that 

&,,,-O formc0,andmornodd. (1 1) 

It follows that any well behaved fundion defined over an octant of the unit sphere can be expanded 
in a convergent series 

The summation ir\ Eq. (12) involves M .= (N+ 1){N +2)/2 spherical harmonics and an equal number 
of spherical harmonics moments. Our experience indicates that evaluation of the spherical 
harmonics moments in Eq. (13) by angular quadratures requires special quadratures and is not 
appropriate for general S,-type quadrature. Evaluation of Eq. (13) is abandoned and a least squares 
approach is adopted for evduating the spherical harmonics moments in Eq. (12). 

Given a choke of angular quadrature for a primary transport problem with p angles in the first 
octant of the unit sphere (n' I i= 1 ,...,PI, and given the corresponding angular flux solution (qt(Q')) 
at a prespecified spatial location for each of these angular directions, the interpolation algorithm to 
construct the angular flux at new directions in the first octant (&' ) I 1 =l, ...,q} is as follows. 

@ Select a value N as large as is reasonable for ?he representation in Eq. (E) such that 

(ii) Define p as a vector of length M for the unknown spherical harmonics moments in Eq. (12) 
with elements arranged in an increasing order em, em, ea, ea, 

M = (N+l)(N+2)/2 $ p. (14) 

q,,, ... 
mi Define a as a right-hand side vector of the given angular fluxes (&) I i = 1 ,..., p). 

( i i  Rewrite Eq- (12) as a linear system of p equations in the M unknown spherical harmonics 

where A is a p by M matrix whose ith column is comprised of elements b ( d ) ( 4 n +  l)n/2 
evaluated at the angular quadrature directions of the initial problem. Furthermore, the 
spherical harmonics along each column of A are arranged in the same order as the spherical 
harmonics moments in item (ii) above. The spherical harmonics can be evaluated based on 
Eqs. (4a, b) and recursive relations for the associated Legendre polynomials. Fortunately, the 
recursive relations are known to be numerically stable both for forward as well as backward 
recursion. 

A&=!&,  (15) 
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0 Carry out parts of the steps needed to W e  #e system in Eq. (15). Since in general, the 
system Eq. (1 5) includes more equations than unknowns (p L M), #is equation can be solved 
by least squares. A numerically stable and efficient least squares solution to Eq- (15) can be 
obtained by the QR decomposition of the matrix A utilizing subroutines SQRDC and SQRSL in 
the UNPACK package [6] for the solution of linear systems available and highly optimized for 
the Cray and a variety of other computers. Subroutine SQRDC performs the QR factorization 
of the matrix A and allows pivoting where needed for numerical stability. Subroutine SQRSL 
applies the QR factorization and computes the solution to Eq. (15). 

(vi9 Construct new spherical harmonics b ( d f ) ( 4 n  +1) n/2 for angular directlons bf,  L = 1, ...,q 
corresponding to a new angular quadrature for a splice problem, and construct the 
corresponding q by M matrix & as in step [nr). The vector y1 of interpolated fluxes &') is 
given in terms of the spherical harmonics and spherical harmonics moments as in Eq. (15) by 

11! = Aa 
and can be computed by a matrix vector multiplication. 

In summary, the algorithm involves the following steps. Matrices A and A for spherical 
harmonics corresponding to the old and new angular quadrature sets {a'} and { d f }  are 
constructed. Our current transport program allows arbitrary choice of angular quadrature over the 
fkst octant of the unit sphere and deduces quadratures for other octants based on reflection along 
the x-y, x-z and y-z planes. The quadrature for a given problem is fixed and is not allowed to be 
region dependent Thus the spherical harmonics matrices A and A are constructed only once. 
Subroutine SQRDC is also applied only once to obtain the QR factorization of A. Subroutine SQRSL 
Is used repeatedly to solve for the spherical harmonics moments Q in Eq. (15) and the results are 
appfied to construct interpolated angular flux values in Eq. (16). The interpolations are applied 
separatety for each of four octants of incident directions at the mesh centers of external faces of a 
s p i i i  problem. For quadrature sensitivity studies, a series of secondary problems with distinct 
quadrature formulas can be selected and the matrix A of Eq. (16) corresponding to each p r o b h  
can be constructed once and zpplied as many times bs is needed. 

N. SAMPLE APPUCATIONS 

Various features of the splice option are illustrated by applications to an iron and polyethylene 
experimental assembly shown in part in Figure 1 and described in considerable detail in [3,7]. 

Neutron flux spectra and integral measurements are available at several locations and provide 
benchmark data suitable for comparison and validation of various transport computational methods. 
The assembly has a localized Cf-252 fission source and includes bog-legged yoids to permit the 
study of neutron (DLVN) streaming characteristics in the presence of complex void regions. The 
DLVN assembly is 40 inches wide x 48 inches high and has a uniform cross section through a total 
depth of 54 inches. It is symmetric about the x-z and y-z centerplanes. Thus it is sufficient to 
consider one quarter of the assembly with the cross sectional view shown in Figure 2a. A uniform 
half-inch mesh spacing and the MUFT muftigroup cross sections specified by Barnett for this 
problem [3] were adopted for comparison with his TORT 3-D transport computations. Each of the 
problems described below was solved for the top 23 MU- energy groups on a single processing 
unit (CPU) on the Cray C-90. The net flux for each energy group was converged to at least 0.001 
accuracy. Available experimental measurements for detectors at locations 5, 9, and 11 to 14 shown 
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in Figures 2a, b, correspond to flux resutts accumulated over energy groups 9 to 22. A comparison 
of measured and corresponding computed results is given in Table 1. 

Problem 1 represented the entire quarter assembly with 40 x 54 x 96 (uniform 1/2 inch) mesh, 
S,, quadrature (36 angles per octant) and P, scattering. This problem required 6.2 hours to run on a 
single CPU on the Cray C-90 and would require over 12 hours for a Pa scattering approximation. 

Problems 2 and 3 demonstrated and validated application of the splice option to soive a large 
problem in pieces. Problem 2 represented that part of Problem 1 below the top dashed line in 
Figure 2a (bottom 32 inch section) modeled with 40 x 54 x 64 uniform 1/2 inch mesh, S,, quadra- 
ture, P, scattering and with an artificial vacuum boundary on top. A splice plane angular flux was 
saved at plane 52 (height 26 inches) which is 6 inches below the artificial vacuum boundary, and 
was used as incident flux for Problem 3. Problem 3 represented the part of Problem 1 above the 
splice plane (top 22 inches) modeled with 40 x 54 x 44 uniform 1/2 inch mesh, S,, quadrature, P, 
scattering and a fixed flux bottom boundary condition. The computed integral flux results at the 
detector locations 5,9, and 11 to 14 shown in Figure 2a were essentially identical (differ in the 5th 
significant figures) for Problems 1 and 3. These results demonstrate the validity of sotving exces- 
sively large problems in pieces with sufficient overlap between the various segments. The overlap 
was 6 inches for Problems 2 and 3. It is interesting to note that Problems 2 and 3 together took 7% 
less time to compute than Problem 1, possibly due to their distinct error modes. 

A new splice of angular fluxes at plane 36 (height 18 inches) was saved based on the results 
from Problem 2. Problem 4 was then solved over,the top 30 inches of Problem 1 modeled with 
40 x 54 x 60 uniform 1/2 inch mesh, &@ quadrature and P3 scattering. Table I presents our results 
for Problems 1,3 and 4 at various detector locations as compared with experiments and with 
Barnett's TORT computations [3]. The resutts for Problem 4 with P3 differ very little from those of 
Problems 1 and 3 which were restricted to P, scattering, and provide confidence that the scattering 
treatment is appropriate. This and other calculations described below demonstrate the computa- 
tional economy that can be achieved by varying the scattering treatments as appropriate for different 
splices of a large problem. 

Problem 5 is over a smaller 10 inches x 10 inches x 27 inches subregion located 3 inches below 
the top and 3 inches from the right boundaries of the original problem (see dotted rectangle in 
Figure 2a and its enlarged view in Figure 2b) surrounding locations of Detectors 11 to 14 and 
including a portion of the dog-kgged void. The subregion extends 10 inches above the x-z plane. 
Problem 5 was modeled with 20 x 20 x 54 uniform 112 inch mesh, SI@ quadrature, P3 scattering and 
with fixed incident fluxes at six faces computed based on Problem 4. Again, the change in 
computed results at detector locations 11 to 14 is insignificant 

Problem 5 was repeated but with a finer 114 inch mesh, in place of the 1/2 inch mesh, and with 
higher order double Gauss quadrature with 20 cones and a net of 120 angles per octant (as com- 
pared with S,, with 36 angles, per octant). Littie change was noted in the computed results (omitted 
for brevity) which confirmed our expectations that the 1/2 inch spatial mesh and S,, angular quadra- 
ture are appropriate for the problem under consideration. The first version of Problem 5 with 1/2 
inch mesh, S,, quadrature and Pa scattering ran in 1.25 hours on the Cray C-90. The second 
version with P3 scattering, finer mesh and higher order quadrature required 21 hours. Applying the 
1/4 inch mesh, the higher order quadrature, and the P3 scattering, is estimated to increase the cost 
of Problem 1 for the quarter assembly by a factor of 30, which is expensive. 
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The next set of problems is restricted to the 10 inches x 10 inches x 27 inches subregion of 
Problem 5 (See the enlarged section of Figure 2b) with the 1/2 inch mesh, S,, quadrature and Pa 
scattering. A reflecting boundary condition at the x-z (y=O) plane of symmetry for the DLVN 
assembly was applied to all of these problems. Problems 6,7 and 8 are modifications to Problem 5 
designed to assess separate contributions to the measured responses at Detectors 11 to 14 due 
exclusively to the flux incident at the bottom boundary, the flux incident at both the front and back 
boundaries (parallel to the x-z plane), and the flux incident at the left boundary. Problem 6 was thus 
solved with a fixed incident flux boundary condition on its bottom boundary, a reflecting boundary 
condition at the x-z plane of symmetry, and vacuum boundary conditions imposed on all other 
boundaries. Problem 7 was solved with a fixed incident flux boundary condition on its front 
boundary parallel to the x-z plane, a reflecting boundary condition at the x-z plane and vacuum 
boundary conditions on all other boundaries. Problem 8 was solved with a fixed incident flux 
boundary condition on its left boundary, a reflecting boundary condition at the x-z plane, and 
vacuum boundary conditions imposed on ad other boundaries. Note from Table I that most 01 
essentially ai of the contributions to detectors 11 to 14 originate from the fluxes incident at the 
bottom, front, back and left boundaries combined. The bottom boundary alone contributes 93% of 
the response of Detector 11,84% of the response of Detector 13,64% of the response of Detector 
12, and 74% of the response of Detector 14. 

Problems 9 to 15 are identical to Problem 7 except for adding extra iron shields to assess the 
impact such shields have on the computed detector response due only to the flux incident on the 
bottom boundary. The extra shields extend through the 10 inches thickness of these problems and 
have the foUowing spatial cross sections shown in the enlarged section of Figure 2b: the 2 inches 
by 2 inches square b for Problem 9; the adjacent halves of b and c for Problem 10; the square c for 
Problem 11; the combination a and b for Problem 12; the combination b and c for Problem 13; the 
combination c and d for Problem 14; and the combination a to d for Probiem 15. The solution to 
Problem 5 was used as an inial guess to speed up the computation of each problem. The effects 
of the various added iron shield obstructions can be deduced from Table 1. Note in particular that 
each extra shield covers a distance of 20 inches (10 inches with a reflecting boundary) out of the 54 
inct.reS depth of the assembly along the y-direcDon, thus leaving voids which allow for back scatter. 

Contrary to our initial expectations, each of the extra iron shields added to the contribution to 
Detector 1 1. This predicted increase in response at Detector 11 is due to back scattering from the 
extra iron shields; the larger the vertical z dimension of the shield, the larger the back scatter in this 
case. 

The relative effects of the various shields to the response at Detectors 12 to 14 can be explained 
after the fact For illustration, the extra shield with square cross section b in Problem 9 is more 
effedive in reducing the contribution of the bottom boundary to Detector 13 than the comparable 
Size shieids @+c)/2 and c in Problems 10 and 11. This is because location b blocks streaming 
from the bottom part of the air gap more effectively than the other two shield locations. In fact, the 
extra shield at location c increases the contribution to Detector 13 due to back scatter (as does the 
combination of extra shields c and d). Furthermore, the extra shield b is onfy three percent less 
effective in reducing the response due to the bottom boundary as the combination b and c; thus 
shield c is not effective here. Note also that the combination of the extra shields a and b is the most 
effective in reducing the contribution from the bottom boundary at the location of Detector 13, and 
thus adding extra shields beyond a and b is counterproductive for this detector location. AU other 
shield combinations result in back scatter which add to the contribution to Detector 13. 
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As for Detectors 12 and 14, which are the furthest from the bottom boundary, the larger the 
shield the more is its effect; also the closer the shield is to the left boundary (doser to the sowce of 
the original problem), the larger the shielding effect. The effect of the extra shields on the contribu- 
tions of the bottom boundary to Detector 12 has some similarity to the effect at Detector 13, except 
thal back scatter is not a major factor here. Back scatter is insignificant for bottom boundary 
contributions to Detector 14. The combination b+c is almost as effective as a+ b for Detectors 12 
and 14. 

The 3-0 to 3-0 splice method is demonstrated to be effective for performing sensitivity studies 
o w  spatial subdomains of particular importance. Such sensitivity studies can lead to an optimized 
shield design at a reasonable cost. The quarter assembly analyzed here with P3 scattering would 
have required about 12 hours of CPU time on the Cray C-90. In contrast, each of the smaller 
assemblies using P3 scattering and spliced angular fluxes (Problems 6-15) required approximately 
125 hours of CPU time. These resuits demonstrate that a high level of accuracy can be achieved 
with efficient use of computing resources. 
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TABLE I 
DLVN Integrated Flux Computations Versus Measurements 

(Summed Over MUFT Groups 9 to 22, Ref. [4,7]) 

Detector Location I 5 I 9 I 11 I 13 I 12 I 14 

E4 stands for lob. 
F(3 - Fewgroup Energy Structure, All other Problems Applied the MUFT Multigroup Energy Structure, See [4] For Detalls. 
Ratio (Computed Results/Experimental Measurements). 
The (Ratios) Provided for Problems 6, 7 and 8 are related to those for Problem 5. The [Ratios] Provided for Problems 9 to 15 
are related to those for Problem 6. 


